Privacy policy for the use of Outbreak database

1. Personal data
Personal data is information that identifies a person’s identity. These include the name, address, telephone and fax numbers as well as the e-mail address.

2. Use of personal data
Personal data is collected from us only, as far as they are necessary for the execution of special services. We use your personal information only to provide you with our services.

3. Storage and revocation of personal data
Participation in Outbreak database is voluntary and can be revoked at any time. We store your personal data only with your consent and only as long as it is necessary for the purposes outlined in section 2. Thereafter, as well as termination of the user relationship, all personal data will be deleted immediately.

4. Termination of user relationship
Termination of user relationship just requires a mail to info(at)outbreak-database.com stating you wish to terminate the user relationship. Thereafter, all personal data will be deleted immediately.

5. Transfer to third parties
We treat your personal data strictly confidential and do not pass it on to third parties.

6. Security of personal data
We have taken the necessary technical and organizational measures to protect your personal data from loss, destruction, falsification, manipulation and unauthorized access.
- The Outbreak database network and computers are protected against unauthorized access by state-of-the-art security systems.
- All accesses and access attempts are logged for preventive security (logging).
Access to the logs is only for the system administrator of Outbreak database and is logged.

7. Cookies
Outbreak database uses cookies for certain technical features, like logging into user accounts (session-cookies). No third-party cookies are used.

8. Contact in matters of privacy
If you have further questions or suggestions regarding data protection, please contact the support via mail info(at)outbreak-database.com.

Please also check the Information on Data Protection: Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin